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Human development is fascinating. In addition they provide many instances that demonstrate
how analysis and theories could be applied to contemporary problems, the diversity of
encounters that are feasible at a certain period of existence, and how people cope with
difficulties they face at different points in life. The authors address physical, intellectual, social,
and psychological growth in 11 lifestyle levels, from the prenatal period through elderhood,
concentrating on the theory that development results from the interdependence of individuals
and their conditions at every stage, and putting special emphasis on how optimal
development could be fostered throughout life. This text uses a life-stage method of present
development across the life span, drawing on the psychosocial theory of Erik Erikson to
provide a conceptual framework. NOTE: This reserve is a standalone book and will not include
any access codes.
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and while the info was useful, the composing was atrocious This is required reading for a
class, and while the information was useful, the writing was atrocious. Repetitive, long-winded,
very droll. I'm not really expecting much from a textbook, which makes this that much even
worse.Good work.It worked for the course, but I'm happy I don't bought it. I don't usually price
text books because they're stupid expensive. Some stages needed better attention. thank
you... I am in my masters system for psychology, I have to say this book is the best Ive ever
browse it has a lot of really good info and is literally in order as children age group and
become elderly. This is among the fewest books that I desire I purchased and not rent Just
what I needed Reserve arrived quickly, was in good shape, and as described. I required this for
my masters level human growth and advancement for counselors training course. Edition 11 is
practically the same as the newest (12), but much cheaper. It really is a tiny dried out read but
is useful, detailed, and concise. While I'm a devoted reader and am well-known as a person to
pick up psychology, neuroscience, and guidance books for fun, this one could be more for
reference purposes. Good Quality It is cheap and incredibly good quality. Some phases
needed better attention. thank you! It doesn't explicitly condition if the Kindle edition includes
pages numbers. However, how fulfilling it really is to finish the book and go back to review
one's own levels. I am in my masters system for . Others had been intuitively cared for in some
way.Terrific work. A bit on toxic tension and trauma and attachment together---perhaps a few
footnotes---could send out a student on a great adventure. Kindle edition great, but zero page
numbers for Fire I purchased the Kindle version because the price was over fifty percent off
the brand new hard copy price. Paragraphs repeat themselves, concepts are described and re-
explained seemingly at random, and there were more than a few instances in which a concept
would be employed, but not explained until much later on in the chapter, leading to a sense of
aimlessness and misunderstandings. When It arrived, the binding was broken and webpages
had fallen out. That said, there are a plethora of problems to delve into and no text can
indicate all cunning issues. The only downside I have found so significantly is that there are no
page numbers obtainable.. It looks and performs ok now. This is the first textbook I've
purchased for a Kindle , nor know if this is common or not really.In the description of the book,
it states there are 621 pages. How tragic are some stories when no one who understands the
phases is open to lessen the stresses and sorrows. Four Stars I like it . Having no web page
numbers makes it more difficult to cite when composing papers. I don't usually rate text books
because they're stupid expensive.It could on period for me to complete up with my college
courses.. Book came fast It had been in rougher form than I thought, held together by a lot of
colored duct tape. As a student, I thank the authors. I am guessing it was a causuality of
shipping. All of the pages are right here so I spent a while using epoxy glue and cleaning
supplies. I have a Kindle Fire , nor know if it's the same for all kindle variations. Inside
webpages are terrific! I'm am renting this reserve for a class, and I was beneath the impression
that I was getting the 13th edition, however, I received the 11th edition. Five Stars Quick
shipping. Item mainly because described. This is simply not the 13th edition. I've found zero
writting or highlighting. It must not be an enormous problem and the reserve is in good
condition, however I wanted to allow anyone who was thinking about renting understand that
you will possibly not get the most recent edition. Still, it can the secret. Others were intuitively
looked after somehow While the writing design of this large level of precious material is at
times hard to parce, in every I found it to be filled up with essential educational material on the
stages of our lives. Ok Used, however, not very dirty Three Stars Very wordy. ... to read and
match unless you like reading or have a hard time Informational but to many pages to learn



and match unless you like reading or have a hard time reading Two Stars Didn't like the book
however the vendor was good
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